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The fluctuation conductivity is analysed for different epltaxlal thtn films of YBaCuO grown on vanous

substrates such as LaAIO 3 KTO3 and MgO. The findings, without fitttng parameters, are exphcflly cons,stent with
the paraconductivity model proposed by Maki and Thompson for thin films

I. INTRODUCTION
In

the

fluctuations

high

temperature

have much more

superconductors,

system through the relation X=2-D/2
b,takt and Thompson [ 2 ] on the other hcpd

Influence on the
ones. So

proposed their own model in order tc jushfy the

fiucluations may be the mare reason for a broader

paraconduchvdy observed In thin flh'ns They constder

transition behavlour above Tc. In this temperature

a weak pa~r breaking mechanism decay of the

region

fluctuahons pairs into pairs of quaslpartlcles,

conductivity than in the conventional

the

observed

excess

conductivity

or

~htch

paraconduchvity can be expressed by different

continue to be much accelerated, leading to a

theoretical models from where the dtmens~onahty of

ccqtnbuhon larger than that of A-L for 3D For 2D they

the system can be deduced.

gwe a ioganthmtc term as follows

Astamasou and Larkln [A-L] proposed a model

In (S /ST)

[ 1 ] according to which the excess conductlwty Ao

AO2D=_ e:_. . . . 1__
8khd £-6t

can be generally expressed through the relahon

wllh 8t = 2]: (O) I d26, 6 a pair break ng

Aa=s~'; where A Is a parameter, s=(T-Tc)/Tc and

parameter va'ying with temperature

an exponent relaled to the dlmenstonahty D of the

coherence length at T:O A slmd(:~ ~ngcr:hmic
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relation has been recently derived by Maki and
Thompson [3] Through the above relation it is clear
that such a contribution Increases logarithmically for
c)) ST, L~ at T away from T~ Indeed as it has been

A

shown by Hiklte and SuzukL [4] the Influence of M-T
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term is greater from the transition temperature while
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X ~ . , . .

A-L contribution dominates closer to T~
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2. EXPERIMENTAL
In this report fluctuation behavlour

was
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studied
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In three thin films grown epltaxially on three different
substrates : LaAIO3, t(TaO3 and MgO.
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The experimental method was that of d.c four probes
technique. Data around the transition temperature
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were taken with a temperature sweeping rate of

o~

about 9 I(/h so that quasistahc conditions may be

KTaO~
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Tc Is used as that Inferred from the maximum of

~2

analysed in a log d AR/dT - logs plot where from the
slope of the fitted line ~, and consequently D is

the figures shown. On these figures, the values of ~, are

,

The ~,=O according to singular function analysm
corresponds

to

a

logarithmic

behaviour

m

accordance wilh the M-T 2D model

a hlgner 3D aimensionality This is expected [4] due to
an Increase tn the coherence length. As long as lhe
coherence length along c reaches the interlayer
the

superconductor
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Clsser to Tc, for all the films, the ~=O 5 leads to

distance
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noted for different parts of the plots. The X crosses
over from ~ - O further from Tc to ~=O5 closer to Tc.
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dR/dT [5,6]. For the data analys=s Ap is used instead

deduced, The plots for the three films are shown Ln

,
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assumed. For the fluctuation analysis the temperature
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